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Vlad Masters is corrupt, in power, and married to Danny's mom. Danny is either captured, dead, or
hopelessly lost. Only one person can stop Vlad now-Toby Fenton.
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In a matter of six years, Vlad took the earth and the Ghost zone
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<!--Section Begins--><br>

Disclaimer: I do not own Danny Phantom or Any of its characters. All original characters in this story
belong to me. <br><br>
In a matter of six years, Vlad took the earth and the Ghost zone. In the same six years, most of Danny
Fenton''''s life was destroyed. His father was murdered. The police could not find who did it, but Danny
was sure it was Vlad. Once Danny''''s father was out of the way, Vlad married his mother. After that,
Danny lost all contact with her. Danny had countless battles with Vlad under the guise of Danny
Phantom, but lost every one of them. During one, his best friend Tucker was killed, only to have returned
to fight again as a ghost. Having only his sister, Jazz, Tucker, and Sam left to comfort him, he gave up
on fighting. He knew that he could not win. Even if every ghost in the ghost zone joined him, he could
not win. Vlad was unstoppable.<br><br>
Danny moved to one of the only places that Vlad did not rule-Connecticut. There, and Rhode Island, the
banished ones stayed. It was free from Vlad''''s rule only because he wanted to banish people where he
did not need to deal with them. Few people ever dared to defy their overlord, so the country, now called
Cut Island had a small population. A good chunk of that small population was ghosts who had tried to
defeat Plasmius when he was in the ghost zone. Many of those ghosts were once enemies of Danny,
but now turned to him for leadership. They and the humans saw him as a way to defeat Plasmius. To get
the world back. To return to the places they once called home.
<BR><BR>Danny enjoyed his life in Cut Island as much as he possibly could. He did not go alone; of
course, Jazz, Sam, and Tucker had come with him. He and Sam had fallen madly in love with each
other, or they had just let the feelings they already had flow. When they were seventeen, they got
married. Jazz too had found love, in a young man named Hortensio, who was planning a rebellion
against Vlad. <br><br>
It is with that rebellion our story begins. Danny, many other human residents of Cut Island, and every
ghost were preparing to go fight Vlad. Sam was not going. <br><Br>

"I don''''t want to lose you," Danny told her softly the night before he left.<br>

"I don''''t want to lose you either." She kissed him.<br>
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"This will be the last time I fight, I swear. Either Vlad dies..." Danny paused, seeing the tears in Sam''''s
eyes. She knew what was coming next.<br>
"Or you do." She whispered.<br><Br>

Danny kissed her for the last time the next morning, not knowing if he''''d come back or not. All he knew
was that, with all his heart, he loved Sam, and hated Vlad. Sam watched Danny fly off with the rest of
ghost, not knowing if it was the last time she would see him. What she, and Danny, didn''''t know was
that he''''d given Sam a gift the night before. A gift that had the potential to change the world.
<!--Section Ends-->
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